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Abstract

This paper provides an overview of how a strategy perspective fruitfully contributes to our understanding of psychological adaptation in problem-solving tasks, as well as how strategic adaptation develops across lifespan. Indeed, people do not use a single strategy to solve various problems, nor do their strategies remain the same across their lifespan. Problem-solving performance is determined by efficient strategy selection and execution, and strategy effectiveness is modulated by characteristics of problems, strategies, situations, and participants. Multiple strategy use help participants to obtain better performance through strategic adaptations. Strategic adaptations can be defined as participants’ calibrations of how they accomplish cognitive tasks as a function of different task parameters. Moreover, this review consider how strategic adaptation mechanisms are implemented during childhood, as well as aging effects on the ability to select and execute strategies adaptively given environmental constraints. Third, the role of working memory capacity and executive processes in strategy use and in age-related changes in strategy adaptativeness are discussed. This review illustrates developmental changes of strategic adaptation during childhood and adulthood with findings from a variety of cognitive domains, including decision making and arithmetic problem solving.
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1. Introduction

Decades of research on human cognition have established that people use a wide variety of strategies to accomplish cognitive tasks (e.g., Siegler, 2007). A strategy is “a procedure or a set of procedures for achieving a higher level goal or task” (Lemaire & Reder, 1999, p. 365). Multiple-strategy use helps participants to obtain better performance through strategic adaptations. Strategic adaptations can be defined as participants’ calibrations of how they accomplish cognitive tasks as a function of different task parameters. Strategic adaptations can be studied by investigating how participants calibrate their strategy use and strategy execution to task environments while they accomplish cognitive tasks. This article first discusses how adaptive participants are when they accomplish cognitive tasks, as seen in how they change strategies as a function to main task parameters. Next, data on how calibrations of strategy use and strategy execution to task constraints change with participants’ age during childhood as well as during adulthood are reviewed. Moreover, the role of executive functions in strategic adaptations and age-related changes therein is discussed. Executive functions refer to a set of top-down processes needed when automatic processing is not possible, or would be ill-advised (see Diamond, 2013, for a review). All in all, the data reviewed here on age-related changes in strategy adaptiveness during lifespan helps us understand what factors influence strategic adaptations, and characterize what cognitive processes qualify for adaptivity.

2. Strategic adaptations in human cognition

It has been long known that participants do not accomplish cognitive tasks with a single strategy (see Siegler, 2007, for a review). Also, participants select strategies on a problem-by-problem basis. That is, they do not decide to solve a first series of problems with one strategy, a second series with another strategy, a third with yet another strategy, and so on. Quite the contrary, both children and adults of all ages select strategies on each problem. They also do not select strategies randomly. Usually, participants’ try their best to use the best strategy on each item. Decades of research in cognitive psychology have established that strategy selection and strategy execution are influenced by participants, items, strategies, and situation characteristics. This can be illustrated with a few examples.

In the domain of simple arithmetic problem solving, where people have to determine what is the correct answer to problems like 3x4 or 48+59, sometimes they use counting strategies (adding 3 four times), and sometimes they retrieve the correct solution (12) directly from memory. People tend to use retrieval strategy more often than counting on problems with small operands, like 3x4, and counting more often on larger problems (e.g., 7x8; LeFevre et al., 1996). Also, participants are faster when they execute counting strategies on small relative to larger problems. The difference in performance between smaller and larger problems is bigger when participants use counting than when they use retrieval. Similarly, in episodic memory, both children and adult participants can learn lists of words with diverse strategies like mental image (i.e., mentally visualizing a word during encoding) or rote-repetition (i.e., continuously repeating words). Mental image strategy is usually more efficient than rote-repetition, especially on concrete words (e.g., Dirkx & Craik, 1992;
As a final example, when participants accomplish reasoning tasks, they also use different strategies. Strategies differ in relative performance, and differences in strategy performance are modulated by the type of items on which people reason. To illustrate, in a verbal reasoning task, where participants were shown sentences and pictures on a computer screen, participants had to decide whether sentences describe pictures. Participants’ performance differed if participants used a verbal or a visual imagery strategy (Reichle et al., 2000). That is, participants were presented pictures showing, for example, a triangle above a square. Under the picture, participants could read sentences like “It is true that a triangle is not under the square”. Sentences varied in whether they were positive or negative, and whether they were active or passive. Even if participants were faster with visual imagery strategy (i.e., trying to make a mental image with the sentence before comparing this image with the proposed image) than with a verbal strategy (i.e., not making a visual image with the sentence before comparing the content of the sentence with that of the picture), this difference varied as a function of how the sentence was formulated. For example, the difference between visual imagery strategy and verbal strategy was larger for true, negative sentences (“it is true that the square is not above the triangle”) than for true positive sentences (“It is true that the triangle is above the square”).

Another crucial factor that influences participants’ strategy selection and strategy execution is situation characteristics (e.g., speed/accuracy emphasis). For example, Campbell and Austin (2002) asked participants to solve simple arithmetic problems like 2+3 or 8+7 under a fast deadline (i.e., respond before 750 ms) or a slower deadline (i.e., respond after 2500 ms). Direct retrieval in memory increased under fast deadline condition, especially for larger problems. In other words, to cope with task demands of responding quickly, participants increased their use of the fastest strategy.

Also, participants adjust strategy use to their skills at executing available strategies. For example, Gandini and her collaborators (2008a, b; 2009) conducted a series of experiments in which they asked participants to estimate numerosity of collections including between 30-200 dots, as quickly as possible. The authors evaluated how fast and precise each participant was when forced to use two most commonly used strategies: benchmark (i.e., participants visually estimated the number of dots) or anchor (i.e., participants approximately counted groups of dots, and then added these numbers) strategies. Participants tended to use the benchmark strategy on collections of dots for which they could be fastest and most accurate, and the anchor strategy on all the other collections. In other words, each individual was selecting the strategy that was most efficient for him or her on each item.

In sum, previous research in cognitive psychology has found that participants do not rigidly use a single strategy to accomplish cognitive tasks, but use multiple strategies. The usefulness of multiple-strategy use is that it enables participants to optimize their performance, because some strategies are more efficient on some problems, and other strategies on other problems. Participants try to obtain best performance through strategic adaptations. Strategic adaptations consist in fine calibrations of which strategy is used on a given problem and of
how each strategy is executed to different task parameters like problems and situations features. Strategic calibrations also involve skills at adjusting strategy use to our own ability to execute each strategy efficiently. Of crucial interests is how such calibrations change with participants’ age both during childhood and during aging.

3. Age-related changes in strategic adaptations during childhood

Few studies have been conducted to determine how strategic adaptations are implemented and evolve throughout childhood. With age, children use the most efficient strategy more often and show higher correlation between strategy use and task parameters (Barrouillet & Lépine, 2005; Imbo & Vandierendonck, 2007; LeFevre et al., 1996; Lemaire & Siegler, 1995; Otto et al., 2006; Quaiser-Pohl et al., 2010; see Siegler, 1996, for an overview). For example, in arithmetic, repeated practice of problems solving lead to memorization of problem-response associations. Then, compared to counting, problems can be solved faster and more efficiently by direct retrieval of arithmetic facts from long-term memory. Indeed, proportion of problems solved with retrieval strategy increases throughout childhood, starting from 22% in five-year-olds to reach 80% in adults (Imbo & Vandierendonck, 2007; LeFevre et al., 1996). Also, differences in performance between small and larger problems decrease between 9-year-old and 11 year-old. These differences are no longer different from those in adults after 11 year-old (De Brauwer et al., 2006). This result implies that children have developed an arithmetic facts network similar to adults’ network. This arithmetic facts network enables children to use efficiently retrieval strategy when available and counting strategies for other problems (see also Campbell & Graham, 1985; Koshmider & Ashcraft, 1991; Lemaire et al., 1994). Likewise, in memory, increased performance from five to eight year-old to recall list of numbers is closely related to increased use of repeated rehearsal and decreased use of single rehearsal or no rehearsal strategies (Fabricius & Cavalier, 1989; McGilly & Siegler, 1989).

Older children tended to use more often repeated rehearsal strategy to recall list of numbers when they were unable to recall the list correctly on the previous trial, thus adjusting strategy use to improve performance.

Strategic adaptations are also modulated by situations. For example, in an approximate quantification task, Gandini et al. (2010) asked children to estimate numerosities of collections of dots. Dots were displayed either randomly or canonically (e.g., three dots displayed like a triangle, four like a square). Children produced better estimates on canonical than on random displays, and that these canonical-random differences decreased between 10 and 12 year-old.

Age-related changes in strategic adaptations also differ as a function of individuals’ skills. Interestingly, Barrouillet and Lépine (2005) revealed that children with high working memory capacity use retrieval strategy more often than children with low working memory capacity. This difference between groups was more important in large problems. Indeed, children with high working memory capacity are able to use counting strategies more efficiently on larger problems, and are able to use retrieval strategies on more problems than children with low working memory capacity. In addition to working memory capacity, executive functions were also found to play an important role in the development of strategic
adaptations during childhood. Results revealed that children with the highest scores in tests measuring executive functions also showed the best strategy selection performance (e.g., Lemaire & Lecacheur, 2011). Moreover, efficiency of executive functions contributed to improvement of children’s strategic adaptations between 8 and 12 year-old.

4. Age-related changes in strategic adaptations during aging

In many cognitive domains and tasks, aging is mostly, though not always, related with decline strategic adaptations relative to young adults. Indeed, older adults tend to favor the less demanding strategies, even if they are not the best (e.g., Duverne et al., 2003, 2007; Duverne & Lemaire, 2004, 2005; Gandini et al., 2009; Green et al., 2007; Hodzik & Lemaire, 2011; Lemaire et al., 2004; Fein et al., 2007; Mata et al., 2007, 2010; Mata & Nunes, 2010). As an example, in estimation calculation tasks, participants can estimate products of two-digit multiplication problems with several strategies. Participants were asked to use a rounding-down strategy (i.e., rounding both operands down to the nearest decades, like doing 40x60 to estimate 43x68), or a rounding-up strategy (i.e., rounding both operands up to the nearest decades, like doing 50x70 to estimate 43x68; Hodzik & Lemaire, 2011; Lemaire et al., 2004). The rounding-down strategy is a better strategy (i.e., that yields the closest estimate to the exact product) to estimate products when unit-digits are smaller than five, while the rounding-up strategy is better to estimate problem when unit-digits are larger than five. Hodzik and Lemaire observed decline strategic adaptations in older adults, as they used less often than young adults the rounding-down strategy when unit-digits of multiplication problems were smaller than five, and the rounding-up strategy when unit digits were larger than five. Furthermore, age-related differences in use of the best strategies was larger on hard problems (e.g., 47x63; 24x76) than on easy problems (e.g., 43x54; 37x89). Thus, despite longer experience of calculation, strategy selection became less adaptive with age.

Age-related decline in strategic adaptations is modulated by situations, as aging effects can be reduced or increased in specific situations. In memory, older adults were found to use retrieval strategy less often to retrieve pairs of words, leading to poorer performance compared to young adults (Bailey et al., 2009; Dunlosky & Hertzog, 2001; Frank et al., 2013; Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2005; Touron & Hertzog, 2004, 2009). However, when information was given about strategies (e.g., retrieval strategy is more efficient that rote-repetition strategy), age difference in strategy use was reduced (see also Froger et al., 2012). In addition to information about strategies, Froger et al. (2012) also studied time to encode pairs of words. When study time was not limited, older adults spent more time and adjusted their strategy more efficiently to characteristics of words (e.g., more frequent use of mental-image when associations between words are stronger compare to weaker associations). Age-related differences in memory performance were thus reduced, compared to when study time was limited to six seconds. Conversely, time pressure leads to larger age-related differences in recall performance than no time pressure (e.g., Earles et al., 2004).

Moreover, important individual differences can be found regarding how strategic adaptation evolves with age. Indeed, several life factors (e.g., education, lifestyle) enable some older adults to benefit from a cognitive reserve. Cognitive reserve is the ability to cope with
age-related changes in the brain with larger cerebral recruitment to preserve cognitive functions (Stern, 2009). Older adults with high cognitive reserve were found to show higher strategic adaptations than other older adults, as they selected the best strategy on each problem more often and executed strategies more efficiently (Barulli et al., 2013). Executive functions also modulate preservation or alteration of strategic adaptations during cognitive aging. Indeed, it was observed that older adults with the highest scores in measures of executive functions executed strategies more efficiently and selected the better strategy on each problem more often than older adults with lower scores (e.g. Hodzik & Lemaire, 2011).

5. Conclusion

A strategy perspective is fruitful to better understand processes involved during adaptation as a function of task parameters. Indeed, strategy performance was found to be modulated by characteristics of problems, strategies, situations, and participants. Even if some strategies are more efficient than others, these strategies can be better suited to some environment or problems, and less appropriate to others. Moreover, situational constraints can modulate strategy use. Furthermore, in addition to individual differences in strategy adaptativeness, strategic adaptation processes evolve across lifespan. Recent studies suggest that most of the changes that occur with age in strategic adaptation processes are related to demands in working memory, and efficiency of cognitive control mechanisms.

Several cognitive processes underlie changes in strategy adaptations from childhood to adulthood, as well as between young and older adults. Strategic processing during childhood is closely related to working memory capacity. Indeed, memory span correlates more highly to memory strategy in nine year-old than in eight year-old children (e.g., Barrouillet & Lépine, 2005). Thus, strategy adaptations become more efficient with age together with working memory resources, as more demanding strategies or problems are processed more efficiently. Also, executive functions allow to dynamically adjust strategy performance to task parameters. Age-related improvement in executive processes contributes substantially to improved strategic adaptations between 8 and 12 year-old (Lemaire & Lecacheur, 2011). Higher control enables to more efficiently disengage from less appropriate strategies to activate a set of more efficient strategies and to flexibly switch strategies as a function of problem or situation.

Age-related decline in working memory and executive functioning also underlie changes in strategy adaptations. Indeed, 39% of the age-related variance in percent use of the best strategy was accounted for by measures of executive functions (Hodzik & Lemaire, 2011). Moreover, executive functions mediated use of memory strategies, as older adults with highest level of executive functions used more often and more efficiently internal memory strategies (Bouazzaoui et al., 2010). This suggests that the capacity to inhibit a poorer strategy, to maintain a set a strategy in working memory, or to flexibly switch strategies from one trial to the next decline with age and is responsible, at least in part, of less adaptive strategy processing in older adults. At a more general level, throughout lifespan, psychological adaptation seems to be efficient as long as processing resources match demands of the environment.
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